
Your Guide to
Intel Vision Content
Join us, in person or virtually, for two days of product and partner solution-driven content, leadership insights,
demos, and peer-to-peer networking. Drive your business growth further than you ever imagined. 
Choose your Track, Topic and Session Level.

You will hear from customers who are using
AI to get tangible and streamlined results
while lowering risk and costs and learn about
the partner network providing optimized,
ready-to-deploy solutions to help customers
build and scale at the speed of innovation.

Join us as we discuss how Intel’s
commitment to open development
empowers you to rapidly monetize your
products, build on a foundation of
transparency and reliability, insulate from risk
and enable secure, performant solutions
across every layer of the stack.

Strategy sessions discussing industry trends, professional
development, or basic product overviews & introductions.
No prior knowledge is required.

Strategy sessions discussing specific products or solutions,
use cases, and solutions. These sessions will also include
technical content.
Prior knowledge of product and/or solution recommended.

Highly interactive business strategy sessions discussing
specific industry challenges, use cases, and solutions.
These sessions would require attendee participation in
discussions, breakouts, problem-solving modules, etc.
Prior knowledge of product and/or solution recommended.

Dive into the next generation of business with Intel
and its partners during sessions that unlock value,
deliver solutions and reveal the tools that are
powering an innovative and immersive future.

These sessions provide attendees with knowledge
of a specific focus area and are offered at various
levels of learning. Focusing on these industries:
Modern Computing, Intelligent Network & Edge,
Data Center/Cloud, AI/ML, Open Ecosystem and
Software Solutions, Security, Innovation for the future.

In the new, hybrid work environment,
computing needs have changed drastically.
Learn how you can empower your
organization from banking to hospitality,
retail to life science, to increase productivity,
collaborate globally and securely, and scale
innovation using Intel vPro® Platform, 12th
Gen Intel® Core™ Processors, and more.

Intel security technologies help you protect
device integrity, safeguard data, detect
new software threats, increase trust from
edge-to-cloud, and comply with global
regulations. Join us to learn how the unified
force of Intel and our ecosystem partners
help protect your business from tomorrow’s
advanced threats.

Hear from Intel and fellow business partners on
how they’ve addressed workload placement,
cloud computing, security, dev ops, and data
analytics questions. Learn how Intel-enabled
solutions and technologies unleash innovation
and provide a solid foundation to address
business needs today and into the future.

Join Intel and partners as we showcase how
open, software-defined, and programmable
networks and edge-native platforms are
driving transformation and delivering
boundless opportunities to a wide variety of
businesses at every edge.

Top researchers from Intel Labs,
entrepreneurs from Intel Ignite, leaders from
Intel Foundry Services, and academic
partners come together to preview nextgenera-
tion business solutions in AI, security,
and cloud computing.

Accelerating Sustainable Future sessions will cover 
environmental and social impact topics and technol-
ogy solutions that can drive business value.Hear from 
customers and partners who are collaborating with 
Intel to lower carbon footprints, drive diversity, equity 
and inclusion throughout their companies and utilize 
technology to empower employees and customers.

Session Levels
100 Level 200 Level 300 Level

Business Insights Sessions

Unlocking New Business  
Opportunities

Security Begins 
with Intel® 

AI and ML in Real-World Business 
Applications 

The Open Ecosystem:  
The Key to Innovation 
and Growth 

The Data Center 
Means Business 

Vision for the Future:  
Pioneering the Next Wave 
of Business Opportunities 

Accelerating a  
Sustainable Future 

Boundless Opportunity 
at Every Edge 

Explore now
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